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 Level 1 l  Pre-intermediate / Intermediate
Warmer1

Find the following information in the text as quickly as possible.

1. Where does Lhakpa Sherpa live now?

2. When did Lhakpa become the first woman to climb Everest and descend alive?

3. How many climbers die on Everest during each climbing season?

4. How long do Everest expeditions usually last?

5. How many dead bodies are there on Everest?

6. Which two mountains is Lhakpa planning to climb in 2020?

Find the information3

Key words2

Are these statements about Mount Everest true (T) or false (F)?

1. Mount Everest is in India.

2. It was named after a Welshman, George Everest.

3. It was first climbed in 1953.

4. There is 16% less oxygen in each breath on the summit of Everest than at sea level.

5. Around 10,000 people have reached the top of Everest so far.

6. The temperature on part of the climb to the summit of Everest can be as high as 38 degrees Celsius.

Fill the gaps in the sentences using these key words from the text. The paragraph numbers will help you.

1. If you climb a mountain and then _______________________, you go back down again. (para 1)

2. If you can’t _______________________ something, you don’t have enough money to buy it. (para 1)

3. If you _______________________ to someone, you talk in a friendly way. (para 2)

4. An _______________________ is a large amount of snow and ice that suddenly falls down a mountain.  
(para 2)

5. An _______________________ is something you can choose instead of something else. (para 4)

6. _______________________ is a very strong enthusiasm or interest. (para 5)

7. The _______________________of a mountain is the top. (para 5)

8. An _______________________ plan is difficult and will need a lot of effort to succeed. (para 5)

9. A _______________________ is someone who pays for a professional service. (para 6)

10. _______________________ is money given to an individual or organization to help pay for something. (para 8)

 

 

alternative descend afford avalanche chat

sponsorship client summit passion ambitious
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She climbed Everest nine times and 
set a world record – so why doesn’t 
she have sponsors?  
Megan Mayhew Bergman   
31 October, 2019

1 Lhakpa Sherpa welcomes me inside her flat 
in Connecticut, in the USA. In 2000, she was 
the first Nepalese woman to climb Everest and 
descend alive. She has done this nine times, and 
she holds the world record for women. She plans 
to climb the world’s highest mountain again in 
the spring of 2020. But she is unsponsored and 
a single mother, so it’s difficult to afford training 
and travel. She currently works washing dishes, 
earning the minimum wage. 

2 Lhakpa makes tea while I chat to her 13-year-old 
daughter, Shiny. “What’s it like for you,” I ask, 
“when your mother is climbing Everest?” “It’s 
hard,” she says. “I’m proud of her, but I worry.” 
Each climbing season, six to ten climbers die 
on the mountain. Everest expeditions last two 
months or more, usually from May, and there are 
only occasional opportunities to communicate via 
satellite phone and Skype. Avalanches, like the 
one that hit base camp in 2015, have kept them 
out of contact for many weeks.

3 Lhakpa grew up in a village in the Nepalese 
Himalayas, where her mother still lives. Lhakpa 
isn’t sure of her exact age, as there were no birth 
certificates, and all of her mother’s 11 children 
were born at home. As a child, Lhakpa had no 
electricity, and young girls did not go to school. 
“You see my family on television,” she says. 
“Sherpas. Climbing Everest. If there weren’t any 
Sherpas, nobody could climb Everest.”

4 She has seen all the ways people can die on 
Everest: avalanches, falls, the thin air. Climbers 
must occasionally pass bodies – there are over 
100 on the mountain. (Bodies are dangerous to 
take down and it takes the effort of at least five 
Sherpas.) “Why do we do this job?” she asks. 
“Because the alternative is to make money 
growing potatoes.”

5 In person, Lhakpa speaks with intelligence and 
humour, and her passion for climbing is clear. Her 
dream is to climb Everest in May, 2020, followed 
by K2, a mountain whose summit she hasn’t 
managed to reach because of bad weather. She 
knows this plan is ambitious, if not crazy. “All 
extreme athletes are crazy,” she says. “But I 
want to show the world I can do it. I want to show 
women who look like me that they can do it, too.”

6 We talk about the difference between climbing 
Everest as a Sherpa and as a climber. One you 
do for someone else, and the other you do for 
yourself. She is very loyal to the clients Sherpas 
guide to the summit. “You make a promise,” she 
says, “and you keep it.” Lhakpa talks a lot about 
trust – trusting herself, trusting the climbing 
partner on the other end of the rope, trusting the 
mountain. “If you don’t trust,” she says, “you die.”

7 “I’m a small mouse climbing a big mountain,” 
Lhakpa tells me. Her relationship with the 
mountain is like a conversation with it. “Share 
with the mountain,” she says. “If you’re scared, 
your fear scares the mountain.” Lhakpa shows 
me her boots and insulated suit. “I look like a 
bear,” she says. During climbing season, the 
temperatures on Everest’s summit are between 
–20C and –35C. 

8 These are the things Lhakpa wants: sponsorship 
for her historic tenth climb, time to train and 
build her guiding business, a life spent on the 
mountains and not cleaning dishes and taking 
out rubbish, a book and documentary about her 
life, and money to help send her bright daughters 
to university. “These are not quick dreams,” she 
adds. “They are long dreams.” When I ask Shiny 
what she admires most about her mother, she 
pauses. “There is so much,” she says, her voice 
shaking. “But I would say her confidence.”

© Guardian News and Media 2019
First published in The Guardian, 31/10/19
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Comprehension check 4

Chunks5
Rearrange the words to make phrases from the text.

1. growing money make potatoes

2. communicate phone via to opportunities satellite occasional

3. the 2020 in spring of

4. or months two more

5. were certificates no there birth 

6. bad because weather of

Two-word phrases6
Match the words in the left-hand column with those in the right-hand column to make phrases from  
the text.

1. birth  

2. world 

3. single 

4. satellite 

5. extreme 

6. climbing

Match the beginnings and endings to make statements about the text.

1. Lhakpa has climbed Everest nine times, which ...

2. Everest expeditions usually … 

3. Lhakpa isn’t sure exactly how old she is …

4. It is difficult for her to afford training and travel …

5. There are a lot of dead bodies on Everest …

6. Lhakpa hopes someone will …

a. mother

b. partner

c. athlete

d. record

e. phone

f. certificate

a. … because she is unsponsored and a single mother.

b. … because it is too dangerous to take them down.

c. … is the world record for women.

d. … write a book about her life.

e. … start in May and last for two months or more.

f. … because there were no birth certificates in her 
village when she was born.
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• Do you think people who climb Everest are crazy?
• Would you like to climb Everest? Why? Why not?

Prepositions7

Discussion8

Complete the phrases from the text using the prepositions.

1. a passion ___________ climbing

2. ___________ contact

3. relationship ___________ someone/something

4. a book ___________ her life

5. chat ___________ someone

6. proud ___________ her

 
out of with to for about of
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KEY

1 Warmer

1. F (on the border between Nepal and China (Tibet))
2. T
3. T
4. F (66%)
5. T
6. T

2 Key words

1. descend 
2. afford
3. chat
4. avalanche 
5. alternative
6. passion 
7. summit 
8. ambitious
9. client 
10. sponsorship 

3 Find the information

1. Connecticut 
2. 2000
3. six to ten
4. two months or more
5. over 100
6. Everest and K2

4 Comprehension check

1. c
2. e
3. f
4. a
5. b
6. d

5 Chunks

1. make money growing potatoes
2. occasional opportunities to communicate via 

satellite phone
3. in the spring of 2020
4. two months or more
5. there were no birth certificates
6. because of bad weather

6 Two-word phrases

1. f
2. d
3. a
4. e
5. c
6. b

7 Prepositions

1. for
2. out of
3. with
4. about
5. to
6. of


